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INQUISIÇÃO
“Cristãos-Novos, seus descendentes e  
a inquisição no Ceará”
¶
This book is result from research presented  
by Nilton Almeida to the Course of History of  
the Faculty of Social and Human Sciences,  
University Nova of Lisboa, as a requirement  
for obtaining the title of Doctor of History,  
specializing in Modern History. 
¶
Client: Nilton Almeida
MDes/FBAUP: Advanced Studies in Editorial 
Design and Typography
Date:2016
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ARE YOU LOOKING FOR SOMETHING?
“25 texts on graphic design”
¶
Main goal: to create an editorial object with  
25 manifestos of Graphic Design. 
25 manifestos 250 illustrations 10 quotes.
+
One of the problem with the manifestos, in my 
point of view, it’s that a lot of people knows 
about them but not everyone say “i read that 
one”. And, we all know that manifestos have 
differents years, differents contents where some 
are long and some others are shorts, so I  
decided to treat each one in a different way,  
inspired in the content.
+
I’d also provide some freedom to each  
manifesto, so every reader can take the one  
he wants to read, when he wants. 
¶
Bdes/ESAD: Project II
Date:2014
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PORTO 2.0
101 icons inspired in Oporto’s city.
¶
Here we can discover silhouetes of: 
monuments - persons - transports - tiles - others. 
All of them are hiper realistic, developed under 
high-resolution photographs and based on a 
work of highly detailed vector drawing.
+
All icons are printed on this object and  
identified properly in keywords, allowing them 
to be easily founded digitally on the CD  
(which is attached in this book). 
¶
Self-publishing: Up Studio
Website:www.upstudio.pt
Date:2015



FÓRUM MAIA 25
¶
The Fórum da Maia is a cultural place full of in-
novation, situated in Maia, city of Porto.  
As the art, this book is free by itself; dynamic 
and breaking with some canons and rules.  
It’s an aesthetic object with a modern and  
challenging language.
+
This artifact was developed for the portuguese 
city hall, Câmara Municipal da Maia and talks 
about the biggest cultural place in the city.  
This is a book about art but most of all - and syn-
thesizing - is about a big part of Maia’s  
cultural history. 
¶
Client: Câmara Municipal da Maia
Website:www.cm-maia.pt
Date:2016
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THINK FORWARD
¶
The main goal of this project was to think about 
a newspaper, thinking like editors and even  
like designers.
And it was really important to show more about 
ourself. Like a newspaper portfolio.
+
So to start, we defined a team with art director, 
editors, illustrator and newspaper’s reviewer.
Afterwards, we choose to make something  
different instead of doing just a newspaper  
only composed with our works. Something with 
a strong concept, where you open and you  
start to explore and discover the essence of  
this editorial. 
We choose to create a newspaper like if it was 
an open window for the future; a newspaper that 
shows our abilities, our interests, our vision, us... 
as we think. 
¶
MDes/FBAUP: Project I
Date:2014
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STAMPS OF PORTO
¶
In the studio’s genesis - consequently in  
several projects we created - was always  
adjacent a strong inspiration: the city of Porto.  
It is for us so intrinsic, that we always believed 
that we can create interesting projects,  
beautifully designed with a strong utility.  
This is why, and as the city is so touristy, that  
we considered to illustrate iconic buildings  
and their transports. Essentially because we  
believe there is a graphical shortage in this 
market, and where the graphic design can add 
- and well - the amount due, either by a visually 
interesting graphic language, as promoting  
the city, and as an final result by increasing the 
sale of stamps of Porto. 
¶
Self-publishing: Up Studio
Website:www.upstudio.pt
Date:2016
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VALE DO HOMEM
¶
The goal was clear: to create a label where  
quality is reflected; the quality of the wine!  
Since the very beginning, Up Studio’s design 
found in Quintas do Homem a very unique,  
traditional and beautiful granary with a  
Christian cross known as “the cross of the  
four evangelists”. The cross itself have a  
powerful and positive meaning, proclaiming 
good news and driving away the bad ones.
+
The perfect design was reached with the  
perfect label cut and a unique cross, creating  
a particular texture in a beautiful pattern  
with a graphic illusion (depending on the 
viewing distance). And to have the absolute 
symbiosis, a proper wine-label paper was  
selected to preserve the graphic elements when 
the bottle falls down into fresh water and ice. 
Even the color scheme was examined; each of 
the colors play together in a perfect harmony, 
a last and precise touch to bring this label to life. 
¶
Client: Quintas do Homem
Website: www.quintasdohomem.com
Date:2015
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TERRAS D’AVE
¶
It was really important to breath the story  
of the land where the wine “Terras D’ave”  
is made.
The client asked to make a research about  
the land. So, I found that Terras D’ave is also  
a place that tells the story of a girl who  
transformed into a bird because she waited  
years and years for her sweetheart (he went  
to a war and promised to return to her).  
So digging deeper in this research, I found  
that the bird cyanopica cyanus is a really  
characteristic bird in the Iberian peninsula,  
and particularly beautiful!
+
So this wine label was born based on this  
melting pot of adjectives and story elements, 
under this umbrella effect; reflecting elegance, 
lightness with this short label which is also  
full of detail. 
¶
Client: A.C.Guimarães
Website:www.adegaguimaraes.pt
Date:2015
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XILOMEA
¶
“Since the very beginning the design team had 
based their logo on the Fibonacci Sequence, 
which is always present in the client’s furtinute. 
The “X” was a fundamental element used in the 
brand’s visual language. It’s weight and geo-
metry allow designers to reduce it to smaller 
scales and use it in isolation. The lines serve as a 
reference to the various existing furniture lines 
as well as several others that the client intends 
to create.”
_
description by SendPoints in 
Visual Harmony - Proportion In Graphic Design
¶
Client: Xilomea
Website:www.xilomea.pt
Date:2014-2016
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HEALTH 4 MOZ
¶
Health 4 Moz (Health For Mozambican Children  
& Families) is an international organization 
(NGO) which project was born in Portugal and 
they are acting essentially in Mozambique. They 
are associated to the heath care and  
medicine education in Nampula. A needy city 
with 4 million residents.
+
About this identity... Read more (+)
¶
Client: Health 4 Moz (ONGD)
Type: Branding, Identity
Facebook: www.facebook.com/health4moz
Date: 2014
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https://www.behance.net/gallery/20368515/Health-for-Mozambican-Children-and-Families


FLODUARDO ALMEIDA IDENTITY
¶
In space, or coming from space with my own 
identity. World: exploring process. Lot to do! 
I like coffee. The good one. No cigarrets  
anymore, full stop. I love to be free. Things to  
do before dying: to be 100% sure that most  
people recognize that design can change  
their life.
¶
Self publishing: Floduardo Almeida
Contact: hello@floduardoalmeida.com 
Website: www.floduardoalmeida.com
Date: 2016
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WWW.FLODUARDOALMEIDA.COM
HELLO@FLODUARDOALMEIDA.COM

+32 499 75 76 22
+351 918 61 61 71

Thank you.

FLODUARDO ALMEIDA
GRAPHIC DESIGNER

EDUCATION

MDes, Graphic Design and Editorial Projects Faculdade de Belas Artes da Universidade do Porto, PT (thesis in standby)

Erasmus, Digital Design, Sint Lucas Beeldende Kunst/Luca School of Arts Gent, BE
English (intensive-lv5), Cambridge School - Porto, PT
B.Des, Escola Superior de Artes e Design - Matosinhos Porto, PT

TEACHING

Workshop/talk of graphic design-identity at ENED’15 - nacional meeting/festival of design students
Talk/class about self-publishing at ESAD Matosinhos - invitation for “Teory of Design”
Workshop of Letterpress and Linocut at Push Porto - urban festival of illustration and art
Workshop of Letterpress “Introduction to technical letterpress print” at CRU Summer Camp

WORK EXPERIENCE

Up Studio — Graphic Designer/Art Director/Founder 
Juventude Popular (Maia) — Vice-President
We Came From Space — Freelance Designer
Forbidden Merch — Merchandising seller of official band products
Computer Arts Portugal — Creator of content
Freelancer

RECOGNITION/EXHIBITION

Graphis: “Xilomea” - Merit Award winner (USA)
Xilomea in SendPoints book “Visual Harmony - Proportion in Graphic Design” (CN)
Graphic Design Festival Scotland (UK)
Beijing Design Week (CN)
Virtual Biennal Prague (CZ)
CUF Porto (PT)
ESAD Week (PT)
Stucomart&Design - MUDE Lisbon (PT)
Up Studio I in Picotado and Edifício AXA (PT)
Health 4 Moz identity (PT/MZ)
Abstra in Abduzeedo (USA)
Abstra in Choco La Design (BR)
Universe in Lyenium (CA)

2014-2016
2012-2013
2012
2011-2014

2015
2014
2014
2014

2014-2016
2015-2016
2013-2014
2013
2012
2010-2011

2017
2015
2015
2015
2015
2014
2014
2014
2014
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2012
2012
2012

http://www.floduardoalmeida.com
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